
Christmas Advent Blanket 

©2021Cute Crochet Makes 

Parcel Stack Square 

 
Hook Size : 4mm 
 

Yarn:    Deramores Studio DK 100% acrylic yarn. 
 250meters/ 273yards. 
Lavender (Purple) , Blush (Pink), Peony (Magenta) 
Citrine (Yellow) & White. 
Small amount of Rico Lame DK in Gold.  
 
This pattern is written in US terms 
 

US Terminology                      UK Terminology  
SC – Single crochet                       DC 
HDC – Half double crochet          HTR 
DC – double crochet                     TR 
TR – Treble crochet                       DTR 
SLST – Slip Stitch  
ST – Stitch 
sts - stitches 
CH – chain                                                                                                        
B – bobble Stitch                            B  
 
1. Using LAVENDER CH46. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and in each CH across. (45 stitches here and throughout pattern). 

 

2. – 44.  CH1, Turn. (Always CH1 for each row. CH1 does not count as a ST throughout entire pattern). SC in each ST across.  
 

45. Turn. (Right side facing). SC in each ST across with (SC, CH2, SC) in the last ST of the row. * Turn work and make 1SC in each ST 

down the side of work with (SC, CH2, SC) in the last ST. Repeat from * for remaining sides finishing in the last ST up the side 

with (SC, CH2) and SLST in the 1st SC made on the top row. Fasten off yarn. 

Large Parcel 

1. Using BLUSH CH26. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and in each CH across. (25 stitches here and throughout pattern).  
 

2.  Make 1SC in each ST across. In the last ST change to PEONY. To change colours in the last ST insert hook into stitch, YO and 

pull up a loop in BLUSH. Then YO in PEONY and pull through. DO NOT fasten off BLUSH – you will carry yarn up the side of 

work – less ends to sew in! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3. CH1 and TURN. CH1 does not count as a ST throughout. . Make 1SC in each ST across. 
 

4. Make 1SC in each ST across – change back to BLUSH in the last ST. DO NOT fasten off PEONY – carry end up the side of work.  
 

5. - 20. Repeat rows 2- 3 and then 3-4. Making 2 rows of each colour. Fasten off yarns leaving a long tail to sew parcel on square.   

 

Large Parcel Ribbons 

1. Using CITRINE and with the right side facing insert hook in Row 11 and surface crochet a chain going across the parcel. Rejoin 

yarn in the 13th ST across on the bottom and surface crochet another chain going up the parcel 

 

 

 

 

2. Using a long piece of CITRINE yarn fold in half and thread under where the ribbon 

crosses. Make a bow and cut off ends. Place on the square on the 2nd row across and 

stitch in place.  
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Middle Parcel 

1. Using BLUSH CH16. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and in each CH across. (15 stitches here and throughout pattern). 
 

2. – 15. SC in each ST across.  
 

16. CH3 and SC in the side of the end ST. Working around the square make 1SC in each ST around with (SC, CH2, SC) in the 

corners. SLST in the 1st CH of the beginning CH3 to join. Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail.  

 

Middle Parcel Ribbons – Use CITRINE. Make 2 

1. Leaving a long tail before starting CH25. Fasten off leaving along tail.  Using the long tail ends sew on middle parcel diagonally 

with the wrong side of the chain facing. Using a long strand thread through where the ribbons cross and tie a bow. Sew 

middle parcel onto the square slightly angled so it overlaps the large parcel. See main photo.  

 

Small Parcel  

1. Using PEONY CH10. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and in each CH across. (9 stitches here and throughout pattern). 
 

2. – 3. CH1 and TURN. SC in each ST across. 
 

4. SC twice, B - To make  a BOBBLE change to BLUSH in the ST before. BOBBLE STITCH  - (4DC’s together). This ST will always be 
worked on the WRONG SIDE of your work. YO, insert hook, pull through, YO, and pull through 2 stitches. Repeat this 3 more 
times. You will end up with 5 loops on your hook, (Colour change yarn back to PEONY here). YO and pull through all of the 
loops on the hook.   SC in the next 3 stitches, B, SC in the remaining 2 stitches. (7sts & 2 Bobble stitches). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. – 7.  SC in each ST across.  (9sts) 

 

8. Repeat ROW 4.  
 

9. SC in each ST across.  
 

10. DO NOT TURN and make 1SC in each ST around the outside of the parcel. Fasten off yarn leaving along tail.  

 

Small Parcel Ribbons 

1. Using CITRINE surface crochet  a chain in between the bobble stitches. See photo. Using a long strand of CITRINE thread 

through the top of the parcel and tie a bow.  Sew parcel onto square slightly angled so it overlaps the middle parcel.  

 

Small Parcel Tag 

1. Using WHITE CH9. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook and across. (8 stitches). 
 

2. -7. SC in each ST across. After ROW 7 do not turn and work in the sts down the side of square, 

SC, HDC, DC, TR, DC, HDC, SC. Fasten off yarn.  
 

8. Join GOLD in the TR ST at the front of the tag, (SC then CH6. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook 

and in each of the remaining CH’s. SC in the TR ST) . Make 1SC in each ST around the outside 

of the tag. SLST in the 1st SC made to join. Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail.  
 

9. Using a long strand of PEONY sew the words MERRY XMAS on tag. Using the long GOLD end sew tag on the square with the 

tag thread touching the small parcel.  

 

This pattern is property of Cute Crochet Makes and may not be copied, resold or shared. You may sell items made using this 
pattern, but please credit Cute Crochet Makes as the designer. 

 


